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it's also worth noting that the "whorestone" images can be replaced
with your own, if you'd like to fuck around with the artwork a bit, and
xkcd's comic also points towards an image-replacement tool that
you can run from your computer. the images are simply the cards,
except the card art is replaced with a photorealistic nude image of
the character. the best part is that the whole thing is modded into
the game as a patch, so you can play it with or without the nude
mods present - the same is true with whorestone. so if you're not
into the idea of having all your cards being swapped with naughty
pics of your favorite sexy ladies, you can either wait until the nude
mods actually get released, or, as the update notes suggest, simply
swap the card art yourself. we can't help but think that it's nearly
impossible that it wouldn't happen. so far, the people responsible for
the vast majority of the mods we cover on the site are genuine,
attractive women. our community has been built on the fact that at
least a few members are looking to play with other people who are
also into the same things as them. this is a fantastic opportunity for
a lot of people who feel the same way. and this is something that
everyone should be able to do, as long as they don't break any
rules. there are millions of people who like to play games, and there
are millions more who are interested in role-playing games, and the
fans of those games should be allowed to play and have fun with
those fans. we'd love to see more games with nude mods in them,
and we'd love to see more of the community grow in the future.
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